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Abstract. We consider the problem of aligning and calibrating a bino-
cular pan-tilt device using visual information from controlled motions,
while viewing a degenerate (planar) scene.
By considering the invariants to controlled motions about pan and eleva-
tion axes while viewing the plane, we show how to construct the images
of points at infinity in various visual directions. First, we determine an
ideal point whose visual direction is orthogonal to the pan and tilt axes,
and use this point to align the rig to its own natural reference frame. Se-
cond, we show how by combining stereo views we can construct further
points at infinity, and determine the left-right epipoles, without compu-
ting the full epipolar geometry and/or projective structure. Third, we
show how to determine the infinite homography which maps ideal points
between left and right camera images, and hence solve for the two focal
lengths of the cameras. The minimum requirement is three views of the
plane, where the head undergoes one pan, and one elevation.
Results are presented using both simulated data, and real imagery ac-
quired from a 4 degree-of-freedom binocular rig.

1 Introduction

It has been recognised for some time that self-calibration of a mobile camera is
often possible from image information alone, and various algorithms have been
presented in the literature, addressing different aspects of the problem [7,8,20,
14]. Almost all of the these algorithms involve (either directly or indirectly)
computing any or all of the epipolar geometry, the camera locations and the
projective structure of the scene viewed, and fail when this cannot be achieved.
This occurs if the scene viewed is planar, for example.

Recently, Triggs [21] has shown that five views of a planar (ie. degenerate)
scene are, in principle, sufficient for self calibration. This is a notable result
since in this case the scene structure is related between images by a 2D ho-
mographic transformation, the fundamental matrix is under-determined, and
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back-projection of image points to obtain projective structure is not possible.
The disadvantage of Triggs’ method is that it relies on a bundle adjustment
procedure with no clear-cut initialisation.

In this paper we are concerned with the same problem for a binocular rig
viewing the planar scene. Clearly from Triggs’ result we could infer naively that
five binocular views would be sufficient to determine the intrinsics of each ca-
mera. However this approach neglects the constraints imposed by the stereo rig,
and does not solve the problem of initialising the iterative minimisation. Instead,
we make two (reasonable) assumptions about our binocular rig: (i) its internal
geometry is unchanging (including unchanging camera internal parameters, alt-
hough they may be different for the two cameras); and (ii) controlled rotations
of the rig are possible – in particular, we can perform zero-pitch screw motions
(ie. rotations around an axis with no translation along the axis). Consequently,
we prove a number of useful results related to self-calibration of the rig. In par-
ticular:

– We consider the invariants to a zero-pitch screw motion from a geometrical
point of view, and how they relate to the invariants of a 2D image-to-image
homography induced by a plane, or rotation about the camera optical centre;

– Using these invariants we show how to construct the image locations of points
at infinity irrespective of scene degeneracy. One such point turns out to have
visual direction orthogonal to the rotation axes and is therefore a natural
alignment reference;

– We show how by combining multiple views of the scene plane, we can con-
struct further points at infinity (and incidentally compute the epipolar geo-
metry of the head);

– We use the constructed points at infinity to determine the infinite homo-
graphy relating points at infinity between cameras, and in certain cases, the
camera parameters.

In summary, we obtain a method to determine a closed-form solution for
the infinite homography, and hence two focal lengths from three stereo views
of a plane. Additionally (since we can compute the epipolar geometry), we can
backproject points to obtain the plane at infinity.

We demonstrate these results with respect to a typical binocular pan-tilt head
used for autonomous navigation (Fig. 1), an application in which the knowledge
of the relationships between the world and camera images (the calibration) is
crucial.

The use of invariants stems from previous work in self-alignment of a stereo
head, where the head is rotated so that the cameras are parallel and their optical
axes lie perpendicular to both the pan and elevation axes. This is important
since it provides a means by which the accurate relative angles provided by joint
encoders may be upgraded to absolute measurements. The original work [16,
10] looked at invariants to motion in 3D projective space, easily recoverable for
non-degenerate scenes. We show how, without needing to calibrate the cameras
or calculate epipolar geometry, 2D invariants can provide the same alignment
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Fig. 1. A typical stereo pan-tilt head, mounted on a mobile robot

information even when degeneracy is present, and we present results to confirm
the accuracy of this procedure. We also note and test the ability of the same
algorithm to align the head if the degeneracy present is that of the motion of
the camera (it rotates about its optical centre) rather than of the scene.

1.1 Relationship to Previous Work

Related previous work on self-calibration of stereo rigs can be found in [1,23,2,
16]. In [1,2] the authors are concerned with obtaining affine calibration, that is
to say, the location of the plane at infinity, under zero-pitch screw motions, occa-
sionally also termed ‘planar motions’. [23] extended this to general motion and
full Euclidean calibration ([5,9] gave further theoretical results and algorithms).
[16] used similar ideas from projective geometry but solved the related problem
of self-alignment, as defined above.

All of this work is predicated on the ability to compute projective structure
and/or the (projective) locations of the cameras, by viewing a general scene.
Here we concentrate on the problem of viewing a planar scene, but restrict
ourselves, like [1,2,16], to zero-pitch screws. We show that self-alignment using
image invariants is simpler and more robust than that achieved by [16], and how
it can for a typical stereo head be applied to any scene, planar or not.

The most prominent and general work on planar calibration is clearly that of
Triggs [21], but others have considered the same problem. By assuming various
scene constraints, most usually known metric structure or known orthogonality,
[11,19,22] all develop simple, flexible monocular calibration methods which are
not reliant on initial guesses at the calibration values. We make no assumptions
about the scene viewed, other than its planarity, but do require the special
motions stereo heads provide. However note that in constrast to [6,13,18] which
describe methods for self-calibration of active pan-tilt devices, we do not assume
that the absolute motion is known (e.g. exact angle of rotation about the optic
centre), only that it is of the form of a zero-pitch screw.
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1.2 Paper Organisation

Section 2 of this paper establishes the geometric groundwork for the work and
the associated mathematical theory, proving the results listed above. In §3 we
present detailed experiments in self-alignment using both real and simulated
data, and give results which validate the self-calibration theory. Conclusions are
drawn in §4.

2 Theory and Implementation

2.1 Background and Notation

Each camera is modelled by a linear, central projection model (so non-linear
effects such as radial distortion are neglected) with its intrinsic parameters en-
coded by an upper triangular matrix

K =




f δ u0
0 αf v0
0 0 1


 . (1)

World points and planes are represented as homogeneous 4-vectors and writ-
ten as upper-case bold characters (X, Π), image points and lines are represented
as homogeneous 3-vectors and written as lower-case bold characters (x, l). Ma-
trices are written in teletype (K, H).

We denote left and right camera images by subscripts l and r, and different
stereo pairs (henceforth referred to as views) by integers. So a homography
mapping points from left to right would be denoted by Hlr, and from the left
image in view 1 to that in view 2 by Hl1l2 .

Any rigid transformation of a scene may be represented as a screw consisting
of a rotation about an axis and a translation along the axis. The pitch of the screw
defines the distance of this translation, and we are particularly concerned with
the case where the pitch is zero. Note that zero-pitch screw motion should not
be confused with degenerate rotation about the origin involving no translation
whatsoever. The zero-pitch case permits translation orthogonal to the rotation
axis.

Scene structure can be classified as projective if it is known up to an ar-
bitrary 3D homographic transformation of the ‘true’ Euclidean structure. Affine
structure, for which the concepts of parallelism and mid-points make sense, can
be obtained from projective structure using knowledge of the location of the
plane at infinity. Affine structure may be upgraded to Euclidean using know-
ledge of the camera intrinsics K or equivalently the image of the absolute conic
ω = K−�K−1 or its dual ω∗ = KK�.

2.2 Motion Invariants

Figure 2(a) shows a camera rotating about some axis in space with zero pitch,
as is the case when our binocular head rotates about just one of its axes.
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Fig. 2. Planes and line at infinity invariant to rotation

It is evident from the figure that during the motion, each member of the
set, or pencil, of planes perpendicular to the screw axis rotates into itself and
is therefore preserved under the motion. Since the planes are parallel, the axis
of the pencil, the line of common intersection of the planes, lies on the plane at
infinity Π∞, and is invariant to the motion. Likewise the rotation axis itself is
invariant to the motion.

Figure 2(b) shows the same situation with the camera represented as an
optical centre and image plane. Every point on the invariant plane that passes
through the optic centre projects to the same line on the image plane, dashed in
the figure. Thus in the case of zero-pitch screw motion, whatever the relationship
between images before and after the motion, it will have an invariant line which
is the projection of the invariant line at infinity.

Let us now restrict ourselves specifically to the case of a planar scene. The
images before and after the motion are related by a plane-induced homography
H. The invariant plane through the optic centre passes through the scene plane
in an invariant line. There is also an invariant point, the intersection of the
screw axis with the scene plane. These invariants have the following algebraic
interpretation:

The eigenvectors of the plane-induced homography H under zero-pitch
screw motion consist of (i) a real eigenvector, which is the image of the
intersection of the screw axis and the scene plane and (ii) a complex
conjugate pair, which span the image of the invariant line on the plane,
and so also the image of the invariant line at infinity.

Images are also related by a 2D homography if the screw axis passes through
the camera optical centre. Our argument for the invariant line is universally
valid for zero-pitch screw motion, so this homography must also have a complex
conjugate pair of eigenvectors which span the invariant line. In this case the real
eigenvector becomes the image of the screw axis (which is imaged in a point).
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2.3 Constructing Points at Infinity

Two Motions, One Camera. We have shown that if a camera undergoes
zero-pitch screw motion, we can calculate an image line invariant to the motion
that is the projection of an invariant line at infinity orthogonal to the screw
axis. If the camera now undergoes two such motions about different axes, the
two resulting invariant lines will intersect in a point orthogonal to both axes.
We can therefore conclude:

A zero-pitch screw motion about two non-parallel axes suffices to con-
struct the image projection of a point at infinity whose visual direction
is orthogonal to both axes.

A direct consequence is that fixating this point will result in alignment of the
camera’s optic axis orthogonal to the two rotation axes. This is the problem
addressed in [16], but the new result holds for a single camera (of course it also
holds for a binocular rig), for planar scenes, and does not require the computation
of epipolar geometry and/or scene structure as an intermediate step meaning
it is potentially more robust. We require only that we know the relationship
between images before and after the motion (a fundamental matrix if there is
no degeneracy, or a homography if there is).

We can therefore summarise the algorithm for self-alignment of a stereo pan-
tilt head for the special cases of degenerate (planar) scenes, and degenerate
motions (the camera rotates about its optical centre), for which the image rela-
tionship is a homography:

To self-align a stereo head in the presence of degeneracy:

1. Obtain three images of the scene, one in the initial ‘wake-up’ position, one following
a small rotation about the elevation axis, and one following a small rotation about
the pan axis. The rotation must retain matchable image features between views,
so between 2◦ and 10◦ is sensible for typical cameras.

2. Calculate inter-image homographies between the three images. In our experiments
we use robust matching of corner features between images, and a non-linear mini-
misation to calculate H that minimises reprojection error.

3. Eigendecompose each H and obtain the complex conjugate eigenvectors, v1 and
v2. Each motion yields one invariant line λtilt, λpan, which are computed from the
eigenvectors of the appropriate homography as λ = (v1 + v2) × ı(v1 − v2).

4. Fixate the intersection of the lines x = λtilt × λpan. This can be done without
calibration information by visually servoing to the point as in [10].

Note that for a binocular system, the above algorithm can be performed for
each of the left and right cameras separately. We verify the algorithm experi-
mentally in section 3.

One Motion, Two Cameras. Our reasoning to this point is valid for a mo-
nocular system. Now consider the case of two cameras on a stereo rig viewing
the scene, and undergoing the same motion (so their relative positions remain
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fixed), as in Fig. 3. For each camera there is a different invariant plane through
the optic centre, but each intersects in the same line at infinity, so the invariant
lines in each image are matched lines at infinity. This is true whether or not the
scene is planar.

invariant line at infinity

screw axis

left invariant right invariant
planeplane

camera
centre

Scene

(a) 3D

vanishing point

(b) The images

Fig. 3. Stereo view of a planar scene. Note the left and right invariant planes are
parallel and perpendicular to the screw axis, but perspective has been increased here
so that they intersect within the figure

If the scene is indeed planar, the invariant planes intersect the scene in two
parallel lines. These lines intersect on the vanishing line of the plane, where
it meets the plane at infinity, its ‘horizon’. We can image both lines in each
camera, as shown in Fig. 3(b), by transferring each line to the other image using
the homography Hlr. The intersection of these image lines, then, is the image of
the point on the scene plane’s horizon.

This brings up an interesting simplification of self-alignment when the scene
consists of the ground plane. For a typical stereo pan-tilt head the pan axis is
perpendicular to the ground plane. So the ground plane’s vanishing line is also
perpendicular to the pan axis. All that is required is to make a single rotation of
the head about the elevation axis, and construct the point on the scene horizon as
above. This point is then both perpendicular to the pan axis, and to the elevation
axis (it lies on the invariant line to the elevation), and so is the fixation point
we require for alignment.

Constructing this vanishing point will generally not work for a stereo rig
undergoing a pan, since, typically, the camera centres of such a rig will lie on
the same pan-invariant plane, making the left and right invariant lines images
of the same line on the scene plane.
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Two Motions, Two Cameras. Now if we have a stereo rig undergoing two
motions there will be two invariant lines for each camera, and their intersection
will be a matched point at infinity which is in general not on the scene plane.

2.4 Combining Views for Planar Scenes

The relationship between the left and right cameras is fixed during the controlled
motions, and this enables us to treat the motions as, interchangeably, either
motions of the cameras, or motions of the scene. As Fig. 4 shows, two views of
one scene plane are equivalent to a single view of two planes that are (in general)
not coincident. This suggests that we can combine image features from the two
views as if they were from one view. Note that the scene is no longer degenerate
so, for instance, the fundamental matrix can now be determined (§2.7).

Screw axis

Scene

Fig. 4. Camera-centred representation of zero-pitch screw motion

Obtaining Additional Vanishing Points. We observed that a single motion
of a binocular rig in a planar scene (in most cases excluding a pan) enables us
to construct the image of a point on the scene’s horizon, its intersection with
the plane at infinity. For this we need an initial view (1) and an elevated view
(2). If we also have a panned view (3) we can transfer this vanishing point from
view 1 to this view using the planar homographies Hl1l3 and Hr1r3 . Combining
points in all three views, we now have one view of three planes, and a point on
the vanishing line of each. Two of them will lie on the elevation-invariant line
but the third will not.

2.5 Recovering the Left-Right Infinite Homography, H∞lr

We have established that from three binocular views of a plane related by an
elevation followed by a pan we can construct four matched points at infinity. One
is the fixation point for alignment (§2.3), the others are points on the vanishing
line of the plane in each view (§2.4). We know that H∞lr is the same in every
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view; therefore normally four matched points at infinity in the three views would
be enough to calculate H∞lr. Unfortunately, three of the points lie on the same
line, the line invariant to the elevation.

However the epipole is also a corresponding point for any plane-induced ho-
mography and so may be used as the fourth point. The epipole can be determined
from the planar homographies of the three views without computing the funda-
mental matrix by observing that the epipole in the right image must be invariant
to the matrix Hl1r1H

−1
l2r2 [15]. The epipole is the non-degenerate eigenvector of this

matrix.
Further rotations and further views can help provide a more accurate esti-

mate of H∞lr: wherever a view is related to another by an elevation, a point on
the plane’s vanishing line in that view can be calculated, and transferred into
other views using plane-to-plane homographies. We have tested a four view me-
thod involving one pan and two elevations which results in a total of six distinct
matched points at infinity.

2.6 Finding the Camera Internal Parameters

It is well known that the infinite homography H∞, which maps points at infinity
between two images i and j, provides a number of constraints on the images of
the absolute conic for those cameras ωi,j , and hence on the internal parameters
Ki,j [12,8,3]. A number of calibration methods take advantage of these constraints
directly (cameras related by rotation R):

H∞ = KjRK
−1
i

⇒ ωj = H−�
∞ ωiH

−1
∞ .

If Ki = Kj then one constraint on K such as zero skew (δ = 0 in (1)) enables us
to solve for the four remaining unknowns, however in general one cannot assume
that the cameras will have identical calibration.

In order to use the infinite homography constraint effectively in our case
where we have H∞lr, we solve for the two focal lengths, constraining all other
parameters to typical values (δ = 0, (u0, v0) = the image centre, and α = 1 in
(1)). Since these are reasonable assumptions for typical cameras, they do not
impact greatly on the accuracy of the focal length estimates, and can be relaxed
during a subsequent bundle adjustment phase if required. As they stand, inexact
camera parameters can still be used in many tasks such as aiding rapid fixation
of a stereo head. [4] shows how to apply the calibration constraints in a simple,
linear manner.

2.7 Obtaining Projective Structure and the Plane at Infinity

Although in general our aim has been to achieve as much as possible without
computing the explicit epipolar geometry, there is nothing to stop us combining
views to this end. After combination we have one stereo view of two (or more)
planes, and we can therefore compute the epipolar geometry, using for example,
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Pritchett’s method [15] (see §2.5). The fundamental matrix can be computed
from any left-right plane-induced homography Hliri and the epipole e, as F =
[Hliri

e] × Hliri
[17].

Projective camera matrices can be computed from F and scene structure ge-
nerated by backprojection. Unsurprisingly, experiments show that the structure
generated by this method is of reasonable quality as long as the rotations are as
large as possible.

Naturally we can also backproject the points and lines at infinity we have
constructed. From three views we will then have a sufficient number of these to
calculate the plane at infinity. For example, it is the null space of the three points
on the vanishing line of the scene plane in each view. Knowledge of the plane at
infinity enables us to update projective structure to affine, and to Euclidean if
we include the calculated calibration.

Given projective structure it might appear we could proceed with the 3D
alignment and calibration method of [16,10]. Unfortunately, the 3D relations-
hips between different views can only be calculated if scene structure is non-
degenerate; for planar data they are underconstrained. Even if it were possible
to proceed with the 3D method, it would not take full advantage of the constraint
that the images are related by 2D homographies.

3 Results

Lens distortion was not modelled in the simulations and was corrected for in
real data tests. For our cameras the correction in some cases helped to improve
the number of point matches obtained, but in other respects the benefit to the
accuracy of results was small.

3.1 Alignment

The alignment algorithm was tested both in simulation and for real data. For
the simulation, a cube or plane was generated at random orientations at a fixed
distance from the cameras consisting of 200 points at random positions, and
the cameras were given random elevation and vergence (within bounds). The
rotation angles were 3◦. The results are shown in the graphs of Fig. 5. The
graphs show the standard deviation of the vergence error σθ and that of the
elevation error σφ plotted against noise standard deviation σn in pixels. Each
plot shows results for a general planar scene, the ground plane method of §2.3,
and the motion degeneracy case where the scene is general but we assume the
head axes pass through the camera optical centres (so the degenerate alignment
algorithm still applies). We also examined the effect of varying the number of
feature points available to the algorithm from 200, with σn fixed at 0.5 pixels.

The results are encouraging. In real images, noise is rarely over 1 pixel stan-
dard deviation, yet we find the error stays below 1◦, which is certainly good
enough for most tasks. The two-view method off the ground plane seems to
work almost as well as the general method, with a worse elevation error but a
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Fig. 5. Alignment simulation results

similar vergence. This is as expected, since the vergence calculation comes from
the same technique as the general planar method, while the elevation accuracy
relies on the intersection of two image lines which may well be close to parallel
and so poorly conditioned (the more distant the plane, the more parallel the
vertical invariant lines will appear to each camera).

The algorithm is sensitive to an insufficiency of matched point data, but
accuracy is still better than 1◦ with fairly typical image noise (0.5 pixels) when
there are just 50 point matches.

The algorithm was tested on the real scenes of Fig. 6, and the mean error over
several tests with different initial orientations of the head (some of which were
quite extreme) was taken. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the non-degenerate scenes
tested, the first having greater depth of structure compared to scene distance,
meaning a 2D homography would fit the data less well because of the offset
between the rotation axes and the camera centres. Figures 6(c) and 6(d) show
the scenes tested for planar alignment, the latter being the ground plane, which
was also tested on the two view ground plane alignment algorithm. The lines in
the images are the invariant lines.
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(a) Real scene with good scene depth (b) Real scene with little scene depth

(c) General planar scene (d) Ground plane

Fig. 6. Real scenes for alignment tests

Table 1. Alignment results for real data. φ refers to elevation, θl and θr to left and
right vergence. Results were obtained by averaging performance over a number of tests.

Figure Algorithm Fixation Point φ error (◦) θl error (◦) θr error (◦)

6(a) Motion degeneracy in image 0.40 0.29 0.34
(good scene depth) off-image 1.58 1.41 1.26

6(b) Motion degeneracy in image 0.52 1.58 0.61
(less scene depth) off-image 2.40 1.68 0.80

6(c) General planar in image 0.78 0.89 0.41
off-image 0.86 2.12 0.93

6(d) General planar off-image 2.09 2.13 0.70

6(d) Ground plane off-image 4.71 1.00 0.63
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Table 1 shows the alignment results for the real data tests. We have sepa-
rated the results into mean error when the fixation point was within the image
and when it was not. This is because fixating a point off-image without prior
knowledge of camera calibration incurs additional inaccuracy unrelated to the
alignment algorithm. In the case of the ground plane, the fixation point was
always off-image, leading to the increased error shown.

Taking this into account, the results seem to agree with simulation, and
suggest the algorithm is genuinely practical. Most interesting, perhaps, is that
for our head, which is fairly typical, the degenerate method can be used with
good accuracy even where there is considerable structure in the scene because
of the near degenerate motion of the head (the head axes pass close enough
to the cameras to assume the cameras rotate about their optical centres). We
can therefore calculate sufficiently accurate homographic image relationships
between views for the algorithm to work well.

3.2 Calibration

Calibration tests were carried out on simulated planar data generated in the
same way as in the alignment tests. Figure 7 shows the mean focal length error
ef for each camera as a percentage of the true value.
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Fig. 7. Calibration simulation results

Calibration was tested on the real scene of Fig. 6(c). We were able to obtain
focal length estimates with errors of 16% for the left camera and 15% for the
right. Generally, the results were biased towards an overestimate, and somewhat
worse than the simulation suggested. Presumably this has to do with the inac-
curacy inherent in point matching, a problem which may be solved by the use
of direct methods to calculate the homographies. Also, due to the limited size
of our scene plane we were forced to restrict the angle of rotation of the head
between views, with consequent reduction in the accuracy of the epipole calcu-
lation (see the comments of §2.7). The performance could be refined with some
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sensible adjustments to the algorithm (for instance rejecting results unless there
were sufficient point matches), and of course additional views would increase the
accuracy.

As expected, using just three views this linear algorithm is not accurate, but
it does definitely provide an adequate starting point for bundle adjustment. For
calibration we used larger rotations (8◦–10◦). Tests showed both alignment and
calibration improved the larger the rotation, as long as lack of overlap did not
cause too few matches between views. This problem could be overcome by using
intermediate images.

4 Summary and Conclusions

We have analysed the invariants and constraints imposed by a stereo pan-tilt
head rotating about its axes individually, in a planar scene. We have shown
how to construct point matches at infinity in spite of the scene degeneracy, and
how to use these to calculate the infinite homography between the left and right
camera images given three binocular views of the scene plane, two related by
a pan motion, and two related by an elevation. This homography can then be
decomposed to give the focal lengths of each camera. Experiments show these
focal length estimates to be sufficiently good to be used in a variety of contexts.

One of the points constructed at infinity lies in a direction orthogonal to both
head axes. We have used this for self-alignment of the cameras, and shown the
algorithm working well in real scenes. In addition we have noted that for a typical
stereo head where the rotation axes lie close to the camera optical centres, the
relationship between camera images during a rotation will be homographic even
in non-degenerate scenes, and the self-alignment algorithm will therefore work
equally well. Our experiments have shown that for typical scenes, alignment
using this degenerate method works as well as the non-degenerate method of
[16,10], with the advantage of greatly reduced computational expense.
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